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Many attempts have been made to obtain approximations and closed forms for the generating 
function enumerating non-intersecting (self-avoiding) walks on a periodic lattice. In this paper we 
introduce an approach based on the Mayer cluster theory of imperfect gases and liquids and apply 
it to a continuum mode1 and to a lattice model. The combinatorics are appreciably simpler than 
for the Mayer problem. We have not yet solved any such problems analytically, but a combina- 
tion of analytical work and a series expansion enables us to approach the exact generating func- 
tions as closely as we please. The starting point is an approximation very similar to the 
Percus-Yevick approximation for liquids and this can be progressively improved upon. 
1. An analogue of Mayer’s theorem applied to two models 
Consider the following continuum model. A large number (N+ 1) of points are 
known to be inside a large enclosure of volume V. The pairs of points { 1,2}, { 2,3), 
(3, 4}, are each supposed to be connected by polymer segments of effective length 
comparable with a. We introduce a function 
fk=ev 
[ 
- (X1 -x2)2 - (Y1 -Y2)2 - (il - r2)2 
cl* 1 (1) 
which has the required property of becoming small if any of the distances (x1 -x2), 
(y, -y2), (cl - (2) become numerically larger than a small multiple of a. Now con- 
sider the product fi2 fz3 fj4. * .fN, ,,,+ , integrated over all positions within the volume 
Vof all the N+ 1 points. The result is v(fi~)~~, where D is the number of dimen- 
sions. That is to say point 1 may be anywhere in V and after that each point is con- 
strained to be not too far from the previous point in the chain and it will range over 
an ‘effective volume’ (~‘%a)~, each point being near the previous one. Other con- 
figurations of the points make only small contributions to the integral. 
We introduce the further constraint that non-neighbouring points in the chain are 
not allowed to be near one another. We replace the simple product of f’s by the 
following expression 
fi2.&f34”‘(1 +g,,)(l +g14)*‘*(1 +g24)*” (2) 
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where the g’s are given by 
g13= -exp 
[ 
-(xI-x3)2-(Yl-Y3)2-((il-r3)2 
a2 I 
and similar expressions for g14, g15, g,,, . . . . 
Clearly 1 +g,, will be small unless points 1 and 3 are separated by a distance 
comparable with or greater than a. Thus, if we integrate expression (2) over all posi- 
tions of all the points within V, the only configurations of the N+ 1 points that con- 
tribute appreciably to the integral are those which correspond to likely 
configurations of a polymer chain, with pairs of successive segments constrained to 
be near one another while non-neighbouring segments are nor near one another. 
The general theory of sub-multiplicative functions shows us that, for large N, the 
new integral behaves like Q(N) (yN. Here Q(N) is a slowly varying function of N, 
often analysed as a power, and is the so-called critical exponent. Also, a is an ‘effec- 
tive volume’ over which the centre of each segment can range. Our central problem 
is to estimate cr and Q(N) although we are also interested in quantities like the mean- 
square end-to-end distance of the chain. We shall return to this later. 
The point of choosing Gaussian functions in (l), (2) and (3) is that they give a 
physically reasonable model of a polymer chain and also that any integral contain- 
ing a product of such functions can be evaluated exactly. It is also possible to choose 
the f’s and g’s to correspond to a lattice model. For example, for the two- 
dimensional square lattice we have 
.f12= [Wh -x2-4+W1 -x2+ 414_h -~2) 
+[6(y,-y2-a)+6(y,-y2+a)16(x,-x2), (4) 
g13 = -&x1 -x3v(YI -Y3h (5) 
the deltas representing Dirac delta functions. With such functions, integrals of pro- 
ducts of the f’s and g’s become sums over the point of a plane square lattice of spac- 
ing a (based upon point 1 which may be anywhere in V). 
Suppose the products of the (1 + g)‘s in (2) are multiplied out. We then have a sum 
of products each containing all the f’s and some of the g’s. We may suppose each 
of the terms integrated over all positions of all the points. We then have first the 
product of all the f ‘s, with no g’s, corresponding to a chain in which ‘intersections’ 
are allowed, non-neighbours may be near one another. This product is followed by 
correction terms involving one or more of the g’s. Thus, the weight of the non- 
intersecting chain is that of the intersecting chain (f factors only) with all these cor- 
rections applied. The corrections are negative or positive according to whether the 
number of g’s is odd or even: our treatment of the problem is thus of inclusion-ex- 
clusion type, as we might expect. 
We may represent all these terms graphically using a full line for an f factor and 
a wavy line for a g factor. The graphs are in l-l correspondence with the integrals. 
As in the Mayer [8] theory, if two graphs have just one point in common, an ar- 
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Fig. 1. 
ticulation point, the corresponding integral factorises as shown in Fig. 1. Any graph 
consisting of N segments (f factors) and any number of g’s can be so factorised if 
it contains an articulation point. The resulting subgraphs can be further factorised 
if they also contain articulation points and so on. This process ends when all the 
subgraphs are without articulation points, that is to say are multiply connected, ir- 
reducible or star-graphs. Any one of the terms in the expansion of (2) thus gives rise 
to an integral that is either irreducible itself or can be factored into integrals cor- 
responding to irreducible graphs. 
In Fig. 2 we show a typical term of (2) and it will be seen that it can be represented 
by ‘stringing together’ an ordered sequence of single segments and irreducible 
graphs. 
2 3 4 5 
Fig. 2. 
In Fig. 3. we show all irreducible graphs with up to three segments (f factors). 
We distinguish between end-points (white) of which each star contains two, joined 
by a chain of segments (f factors), and internal points (black). Comparison with 
Fig. 2 shows that the star-graphs are ‘strung together’ at their white points to form 
the chain. 
The combinatorial problem is considerably simpler than that arising from the 
Mayers’ imperfect gas problem, in which many stars can be attached at the same 
articulation point. In the random walk problem suppose we had a collection of just 
three types of graphs and let the corresponding integrals be A, B and C. Then the 
generating function corresponding to arrangements of r of these integrals in a simple 
chain is ([""A +["BB+[ncC)r where nA, nE, nc are respectively the number off 
(4 (b) (d) (e) 
Fig. 3. 
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factors (segments) involved in each of the integrals A, B and C. The generating func- 
tion for all chains is simply the sum over all r, that is 
[ 1 - (cnAA + cnBB + [““C)] - ‘. 
An analogous result holds however many species of star-graph we include. We thus 
arrive at the following expression for the path generating function. 
where C G, is the sum of all irreducible graphs that each contain s segments of the 
chain (f-factors). In (6) we have suppressed the factors V that disappear (see Fig. 
1) when graphs are joined at their white end-points. Indeed, all factors V can, 
without loss of generality, be absorbed into the selector variable [ used in (6) and 
we shall do this henceforward. What is effectively formula (6), was published by 
Elser [4]. 
If we assume forms (1) and (3) forfand g all the integrals can be evaluated exact- 
ly, since the complexity of any graph can be evaluated from the Kirchhoff-Sylvester 
tree-generating determinant. Ford and Uhlenbeck [5] give data for complexities with 
s up to six but the types and numbers of graphs increase very rapidly indeed for 
larger s. For any graph, the corresponding integral is 
V(\/-7L7)sD c-D’2 (7) 
where C is the complexity (number of trees) and we can easily write down the early 
terms of (6). The complexities of graphs (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) in Fig. 3 are respec- 
tively 3, 4, 8, 8, 8, and 16, so, for the Gaussian model, the first few terms of (6) are 
1 - [(fina)D + 
c2(fia)2D +[J(fiQ)3D 
3 D/2 >I -‘. (8) 
These terms already show several features of interest. The c2 term corresponds to 
reductions of the weights of paths for which two next nearest neighbour points in 
the chain are near one another (removal of ‘immediate reversals’ in a lattice pro- 
blem). If we retain just the [ and [* terms in (8), we have two real zeros of the 
denominator in three dimensions, while in two dimensions they become complex. 
It is thus possible to understand why we so often encounter complex singularities 
in the analysis of series expansions in statistical mechanics and why we sometimes 
seem to need elaborate expressions to represent series expansion data. The c3 term 
already exhibits the strong tendency to mutual cancellation of integrals that is such 
a feature of Mayer-type expansions. 
Unfortunately, this means that we need exact values, or very accurate estimates, 
of the individual terms to get reliable asymptotic results. In the Appendix we show 
how to calculate the average complexity of a graph consisting of a polygon of N 
sides with t diagonals added. It is very tempting to insert this estimate of complexity 
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into (6), but replacing the average of inverses by the inverse of the average complexi- 
ty is an elementary blunder. The ‘spread’ of values turns out to be too great for such 
an approximation to be valid, contrary to a conjecture of Temperley [9]. Consider 
the graphs formed by adding just one diagonal to the polygon. The approximation 
is exact for four or five sides and seems to be quite good for a hexagon or heptagon, 
but leads to the wrong power of N for a large polygon. Thus, the early terms of 
a series are not always a reliable guide to its asymptotic behaviour. Ford and 
Uhlenbeck [S] gave data on the spread of complexities for graphs of up to seven 
segments and it can be considerable. See the Appendix for further details. 
We now consider an approximation analogous to the so-called Percus-Yevick ap- 
proximation of liquid state theory. For some models of the liquid its consequences 
can be worked out exactly and for others it has been found to be in good agreement 
with computed data. Thus, the approximation is well worth examining in the present 
context. 
The Percus-Yevick approximation consists of taking account in (1) of just those 
graphs which contain diagonals that do not cross inside the polygon. That is to say 
we omit the graphs (d) and (e) in Fig. 3 from (8) and also higher order graphs that 
involve four or more segments with diagonals that cross. The hope is that, as in the 
liquid problem, the contributions of the omitted graphs tend to cancel out. The con- 
tributions of graphs (d) and (e) in Fig. 3 do come into expression (9) with opposite 
signs and their complexities are already fairly large, 8 and 16 respectively, so their 
individual contributions are already fairly small and of opposite signs. 
I am grateful to Dr. G.S. Joyce for pointing out to me that Brout [l] showed that 
this Percus-Yevick approximation is, for Ising problems on a lattice, equivalent to 
the spherical approximation. 
We now develop an algorithm that not only produces the Percus-Yevick type of 
approximation but enables us to improve on it progressively, the successive im- 
provements converging to the exact result. 
2. Algorithm leading to Percus-Yevick type integral equations 
Introduce a further type of integral associated with the graphs that we have been 
discussing. For each irreducible graph consider the function obtained by omitting 
the integrations over the positions of the two white end points, but keeping the in- 
tegrations over the positions of all the black internal points. The result will be a 
function of the positions of the two white points (it will be in general a function of 
their distance apart). Ford and Uhlenbeck [S] introduced such integrals in connec- 
tion with their theory of the two-molecule distribution function of an imperfect gas 
or a liquid. For any graph G with two white end-points numbered 1 and m they ob- 
tained the following expression for the integral I[,,, for the D-dimensional Gaussian 
model 
- ;bx,)‘+ (Yr-Y2+ ..*I] 
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where s is the number of segments, ffactors, connecting I with m, C is the complexi- 
ty of graph G and B is the complexity of the graph obtained from G by identifying 
the end points 1 and m. 
We now show that, whenever G has an articulation point, we can express its in- 
tegral II, in terms of those for smaller irreducible graphs. Consider two integrals 
I,,,, and Znq corresponding to the irreducible graphs G and G’. We seek the integral 
Z,q obtained by making points m and n the same. We take the product Z,,,, Zmq and 
integrate over all positions of the common white point m, which now becomes a 
black internal point of the graph formed by combining G and G’. Since Z,,,, is in 
general a function of the distance apart of points 1 and m and Zmq a function of the 
distance of points m and q, the operation of joining together two graphs at an ar- 
ticulation point corresponds to a convolution operation on the integrals. If we work 
with the Fourier transforms of these integrals Zlm, which we call JI,, the convolu- 
tion relation becomes a product relation. Define HN as the transform of the in- 
tegral of expression (2) over the positions of the points 2 to N. We can obtain a 
relation similar to (6) between HN and the J type integrals corresponding to ir- 
reducible graphs. 
I+ c ~NHN=[1-~J(~)-~2J( )...I_’ (10) 
N 
For the three smallest graphs the Z and J integrals for the one-dimensional Gaussian 
model are 
o-_-O Z,2 = e-xt/a2, J,2 = fia e-pf2a2’4, (11) 
(12) M J13 = (fia)2 e-pf3a2’2, 
hia 3xf,/2aZ 
z13=-7Te- ’ 
J13- (Ga)2e-~;4’6 
d? * 
(13) 
The expressions for Z are in accord with the general resuh (9). If we put the 
p variables in the J integrals equal to zero we recover, up to a factor V, the 
cluster integrals occurring in equation (6), which may thus be regarded as a 
particular case of (10). If we bring together two graphs and integrate over the 
coordinates of their common white end point, we have a convolution operation 
for the Z’s but a simple product for the J’s. Another operation that we can 
perform on a graph that contains a chain of f factors from white point I to 
white point r is to add the g factor g/,.. The effect of this is simply to multiply the 
Z integral by - exp( -~;/a~) or to perform 1/27r times the convolution operation 
on the J integral and -&a exp( -pi a2/4). (The 1/27r factor enters because in 
passing from the Z’s to the J’s in (ll), (12) and (13), we have omitted the factors 
(1/2n)“2 that occurs in most definitions of Fourier transform.) We have pointed 
out above that if we put plr equal to zero the Fourier transform operation involves 
just an integration over the coordinate x,, and, apart from a factor V, we recover 
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just the integrals occurring in (6). All of these results generalise easily to the 
D-dimensional Gaussian model, by working with L) sets of x and p variables. 
We now prove a further graph-theoretical result that enables us to obtain an in- 
tegral equation like those occurring in liquid state theory for the generating function 
of the J type integrals. Divide the irreducible graphs into three classes. Class X con- 
sists of just the single segment. Class K consists of those irreducible graphs whose 
two white end-points are connected by a g factor. Class L consists of those irreduci- 
ble graphs whose two white end points are not connected by a g factor. 
Let X(c), K([, y) and L([, y) be the generating functions associated with these 
three classes. We weight the J integral of each irreducible graph with a factor [‘y’ 
where I is the number off factors and t the number of g factors in the graph. Thus 
again in one dimension: 
X= t;\ma e-p2a2’4, 
K4we-P2az/6+ . . . 
43 
9 
L ‘_))2 [3(fiQJ3 e-p’a2/4+ ... 
dR - 
because the smallest graph belonging to class K is 
V 
with a complexity 3, while 
the smallest graph belonging to class L is 
M 
which has a complexity 8. 
Take any graph in class K and remove the wavy line between its two white end 
points. If the remaining graph is still irreducible it is in class L. If not, it can be arriv- 
ed at by ‘stringing together’ two or more segments or irreducible graphs at their 
white end-points, integrating over these points and Fourier transforming as before. 
A graph containing I- 1 segments will have an integral containing a Gaussian in- 
volving pz/a2 where PiI is a transform variable. Multiply its J type integral by gi/ 
( = - exp[ - (pil-4i~)2/a2] for the Gaussian model), integrate with respect to pi/ 
from - 00 to + co, divide by 27t and replace qit by pi/. This is just the convolution 
operation corresponding to introducing the gi/ factor. The corresponding effect on 
the I type integral is simply to multiply it by - exp( -~;/a~). Denote by S the ef- 
fect of introducing the gil and convoluting. Our argument leads to the following 
equation for K([, y): 
K=y S [L+(X+K+L)2+(X+K+L)3+...]. (17) 
Corresponding to the fact that, once we remove the outer wavy line iZ from any 
graph in K, the remaining graph may either be irreducible or decomposable into 
two, three or more irreducible graphs. Summing the geometric series, we may 
rewrite (17) as 
K=y s L+ (X+K+L)2 
I l-X-K-L ’ 
(18) 
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If we put y= - 1 this becomes an exact integral equation. If we knew L, we could 
obtain K as an ascending power series in 5 by iteration of (18). 
3. Percus-Yevick type approximations 
The simplest Percus-Yevick approximation consists of neglecting L altogether in 
(18). It is not difficult to see that this corresponds to neglecting all graphs with cross- 
ing diagonals in (6) or (10). (Any graph in L necessarily contains at least one crossing 
of diagonals in order to be irreducible. The processes that we use to build up graphs 
in K according to (18), namely the adding of closing diagonals after ‘stringing 
together’ smaller graphs, cannot of themselves introduce any crossing diagonals. 
Thus, if we drop the L’s from (18) we remove from K just those graphs that involve 
one or more crossings of diagonals.) 
Let K’ be the generating function for those graphs in K that do not involve cross- 
ing diagonals. Neglecting L in (18) we arrive at the following equation for K’ 
K’=y s (X+ K')' 
1 -X-K’ 
(19) 
as the zeroth approximation of Percus-Yevick type. As a check on (19) we can 
replace each of the irreducible integrals by unity and X by c. We thus obtain a 
generating function Kg for the number of graphs with a given number off factors 
and non-crossing diagonals: 
K,=Y(C+K,)~/U -i-K,), (20) 
the relevant solution of which is 
K = 1 -i-2~~-~(1-1)2-4~rir/2 
P 
2(1 +u) 
=y[2+y[3(1+2y)+y[4(1+5y+5y2)+... (21) 
The result for the numbers of ways of putting non-crossing diagonals into a polygon 
were found by Kirkman [7] and G.N. Watson [lo]. 
The work leading to (18) and (19) can easily be adapted to other models. For ex- 
ample, consider the walk on the plane square lattice described by (4) and (5). 
Without loss of generality we can assume unit spacing, so that we put a= 1 in (4). 
The J integral for a single link is then 2 cos 6’+ 2 cos @ where 0 and @ are the Fourier 
transform variables corresponding to x and y. The operation S now reduces to in- 
tegrating over 8 and @ from 0 to 2n and dividing by (27r)*, with similar results for 
other numbers of dimensions. 
We obtain the following Percus-Yevick type approximation for the Gaussian 
model in one dimension 
[fia e-p~z/4~+K’(P),2e~(P~q)2aZ/4 dp
1 - (fina epp2a*‘4 - K’(p) 
(22) 
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with analogous results in any number of dimensions. Starting from the known result 
that in D dimensions the term of lowest order in [ is - [2[(v’%a)2/&]D we can ob- 
tain the higher terms by iteration of the analogue of (22). It can be verified that we 
indeed generate successively the Fourier transforms of expression (9) for graphs with 
non-crossing diagonals. It seems unlikely that K’(q), the solution of (22), is expressi- 
ble as a simple function. (To determine (Y and Q(n) in this approximation we only 
need K’(0) as a function of c but we have not succeeded in finding this.) 
For lattice type models the exact equation (18) simplifies somewhat. Consider first 
the one-dimensional lattice for which the general generating function is known ex- 
actly. It is 
l+ C 21’cosre= 
l-C2 
i- 1-2cc0s e+c2’ (23) 
Comparing this with expression (10) which is equivalent to [ 1 - 2[ cos B-K- L] ~ t 
we deduce that 
K= - 2c2/(1 - c2) and L = 2c3 cos e/(1 - c2) 
and we have verified that these agree with the corresponding cluster integrals at least 
as far as c4. Since SK= K, (18) leads to the result 
1 ‘2X 
%c I 
de 
LO 1-25cos 8-K-L 
(24) 
which is, by (23), obviously correct if we insert the above expressions for K and L. 
It is of interest to examine the Percus-Yevick approximation for this model despite 
the fact that we know the exact result (23). For this model (19) reduces to 
“27l 
! 
de 1 4c2 l/2 
=- <O l-21;cose-K’ 1-K’ ‘- (l&K’)2 > 
(25) 
whence K’ = 1 - (1 + 4[2)“2. According to this approximation, the terms in (23) in 
[ and c2 are reproduced correctly but not the later terms. If we introduce the first 
term 2c3 cos t9 in L into (24) and recalculate K, we get a generating function correct 
as far as the term in c3, and introduction of later terms in L gives progressively bet- 
ter results. We shall find a similar situation for other models. 
For the two-dimensional plane square lattice the path generating function is, 
by (6), 
[l-4[-K-L(O)]-’ (26) 
while (18) reduces to the exact result analogous to (24) 
1 
1-s 
de d@ 
-0 1-2~(c0s8+c0s@)-K-L 
(27) 
because the integrals making up K are all independent of B and @. (27) is exact, but 
it is, of course, not sufficient to determine both K and L. We begin by neglecting 
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L and (27) then leads to an implicit equation for K in the Percus-Yevick type ap- 
proximation. We have 
(28) 
where .YL is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus 45/(1 -K’). 
We can solve this implicit equation by iteration. Expressions such as (27) involve 
Green’s functions of the relevant lattices about which considerable information is 
now available. See, for example, Joyce [6]. Domb and Joyce [2] have studied the 
effect of graphs with non-crossing diagonals (‘ladder graphs’) and have also 
estimated the effect of introducing crossing (‘non-ladder’) graphs. Expression (18) 
shows that we can obtain progressively better approximations by introducing more 
and more terms of L. 
4. Discussion 
We are interested in several different types of generating function. The path 
generating function (6) gives (for lattice or continuum models) the numbers, or 
weights, of non-crossing paths as a function of the number of segments of the path. 
The more general generating function (10) also keeps a record of the relative coor- 
dinates of the beginning and end of each. To get a generating function for the mean 
square end to end distance we can differentiate (10) twice with respect to the 
transform variables (pi,, 0 and 4). To get a domain-generating function (that 
enumerates non-crossing paths that return to their starting points) we only have to 
seek the coefficients of cos B and cos @ in expressions like (26) which enumerates 
paths that end one step from the origin since these can be closed by the addition 
of one more step. 
The most striking conclusion from the above work is that, in contrast with liquid 
models, the results of Percus-Yevick type approximations in zero order, as ex- 
emplified by (25) and (27), are discouraging. If we neglect L completely, we only 
reproduce correctly the first two terms of the generating functions. In one dimen- 
sion the approximate path generating function, (1 + 4[2)1’2 + 25, which follows 
from (25), bears little resemblance to the exact generating function (1 + [)/(l - [). 
We have spurious singularities at c = f ti in contrast with the true singularity at 
c = 1. (For an imperfect gas of rigid rods the Percus-Yevick approximation gives the 
exact result for the partition function in one dimension.) (27) shows that, in two 
dimensions we still get complex rather than real singularities of the generating 
function. 
We have already pointed out above that Brout [l] showed that the Percus-Yevick 
type approximation leads to results that are formally the same as those of the 
spherical approximation for a lattice gas. This approximation has attracted much 
interest because its consequences can be worked out exactly. However, it is generally 
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agreed to be crude. We can thus understand why a similar approximation does badly 
for the non-intersecting walk problem, but this makes its success with liquid models 
harder to understand. 
It is clear that the introduction of the first few terms of L into expressions such 
as (24) or (27) ensures that a few more powers of [ are given correctly. This improves 
on the Percus-Yevick approximation, but this does not meet the above difficulties. 
We need fairly precise information about the series L before we can expect to obtain 
reliable results for a (numbers of paths) and G(N), (limiting form of the singularity 
in the generating functions). We need enough terms of the generating function of 
L to predict its form accurately, which in the light of past experience suggests that 
we need about 15 terms. The non-intersecting walk problem has thus been reduced 
to that of evaluating L. In the Appendix there is some evidence that, for the con- 
tinuum model, the early terms of the series may be untypical, the series, as so often, 
taken some time to settle down to its asymptotic form. 
We can look at the situation that we go from the crude Percus-Yevick approxima- 
tion to the exact result by replacing K by K+ L from several points of view. We can 
say that the introduction of the omitted graphs (with crossing of diagonals) is 
equivalent to a renormalisation of the enumeration variable [. We can relate this 
to a ‘self-consistent field’ treatment of the problem as has been done by Edwards 
[3] in a series of papers. We can also adopt the point of view that a completely ran- 
dom walk with intersections allowed can be thought of as a non-intersecting walk 
with the addition of re-entrant paths (loops and multiple loops) which may, but need 
not, begin and end at each point of the path. From this point of view the introduc- 
tion of the functions K and L reflects the addition of the loops to a non-intersecting 
path (or their removal from a completely random one). This would involve replacing 
the variable c by [X (generating function for loops and multiple loops). 
Appendix 
Calculation of the average complexity when a given number of diagonals are added 
to a polygon 
We give a weight [ to the sides of the polygon and y to the diagonals. The 
Kirchhoff-Sylvester determinant for a polygon of N sides is 
21+(~-3)~ -i . . . -i 
-i 21+ u- 3)y 1; -y .IY _y (A. 1) 
-Y -c 2<+(N-3)y -5 -ye..-y . 
The tree-generation function is any principal minor of this, that is 
gg,’ [ 25+(N-2)y+2(y-i)cos $ c >I . 64.2) 
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E.g., for N=5 we have 
5c4 + 3oc3y + 55r2y2 + 301 y3 + 5y4 (-4.3) 
The graphs which contribute to the series K([, y) always contain all N sides 
(segments) and up to +N(N- 3) diagonals. Consider one of the trees. We construct 
the graphs that contribute to K and contain this tree as follows. 
Replace any power of [ by cN. Replace y by y/(1 + y) and multiply the generating 
function by (1 + y) N(N-3)‘2 The effect of this step is to replace any diagonals of the .
polygon missing from the tree. Thus, by this transformation we generate all graphs 
containing N segments that contain the tree. If we apply this transformation to the 
whole generating function, each graph appears just the number of times that it con- 
tains trees. That is to say, each graph is weighted by the number of trees it contains, 
that is by its complexity. For example, if, for N=5 we make this transformation 
of the generating function, the coefficient of c5 y2 is 225. Since there are 10 graphs 
with two diagonals we get 22.5 for the average complexity. This is correct - if the 
two diagonals do not cross we have a complexity of 21, while if they do cross the 
complexity is 24 and there are five graphs of each type. 
It might be thought that we could approximate satisfactorily to the K series by 
replacing the inverse power of the complexity by the inverse power of its average. 
This was tried by Temperley [9]. Such an approximation is plausible because for a 
small complexity the ‘spread’ of values is small, whereas the contributions from a 
graph with a large complexity is small in any case. However the following example 
shows that the approximation could give very misleading results for the limiting 
behaviour of the series for K for large N, that is to say for the analytic properties 
of the domain generating function and thus its critical exponent. 
Consider a polygon of N sides and one diagonal. Its complexity is N+p(N-p) 
where p is the number of sides spanned by the diagonal, which can range from 
2 to N-2. A simple calculation shows that the average complexity is 
(N2 + 9N- 4)/6. However, we are concerned with inverse powers of the complexi- 
ty. For D = 2 (say) we can estimate the average inverse complexity by integrating 
jrP2 dp/(N+p(N-p)) and dividing by N- 3 and we conclude that it behaves like 
(A In N)/N2 whereas we estimate B/N* using the average complexity. That is to 
say, the sum of inverses is dominated by the small number of graphs having a com- 
plexity of the order of 3Nrather than by the large number of graphs with complexity 
of the order of N2/4. Unfortunately, this situation seems to be fairly general. Ex- 
amination of other values of D and graphs with two diagonals added to the polygon 
leads to similar conclusions. This work gives us yet another possible reason why a 
series expansion in statistical mechanics may need 15 or 20 terms before the ‘trend’, 
and hence the appropriate critical exponent, can be established with reasonable cer- 
tainty. The data in Ford and Uhlenbeck [5] would enable us to calculate the first 
six or seven terms of the L series, but this is unlikely to be enough. 
Enumeration of non-intersecting random walks 319 
Note added in proof 
Guttmann (private communication) has kindly supplied me with some of the 
terms of series (10) for the plane square, plane triangular and simple cubic lattices. 
We are now examining whether the irreducible cluster series, denominators of equa- 
tions (6) and (lo), are easier to analyse than the path enumerating series themselves. 
We have reason to hope that they may be. 
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